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Introduction

l"ornlal work on learning consists in an ever growing class of paradigms, which may be
strongly relate,t or may only share very few points. Our research is concerned with the
f,,lh)wing issue: how to learn to control a physical system. This is a major field of interest
for AI, and many proposals have emerged to solve this problem. But the most part of it is
nminly empirical work and is not concerned with the theoretical work we mentioned above.
In this paper we wo,dd like to describe a few methodological principles that are valuable
with respect to two issues: on the one hand we can find techniques that implement them
and we cml ew-ntually write programs that learn to control a system; on the other hand
we can study paradigms that take those principles as axioms. Such paradigms are very
different from the usual ones and give a new insight on incremental learning.

In the first section we will present in a rather informal way the methodological principles
we had to introduce in order to tackle our learning problem. We will show how they differ
from usual principles and why their introduction was necessary. A close investigation of
the relationship between the flow of data and the hypotheses proposed by the learner will
1,’ad to the notion of learning stages rather than learning steps. In the same way as we
had to adapt learning methodologies to deal with a control problem, we had to find within
control theory a framework within which learning was possible. This will be discussed
ill the second se,ction. In the third section, we will give one possible formalization of the
nlcthodological principles of the first section, in order to formulate a result which shows
precisely wily the concept of stage is an important one.

¯ ?1 How to deal with real enwronments.

1.1 Learning paradigms

.\~ thoie is no general detinit, ion of what learning is, it is hol)eless to propose a unitied
ftame’.vork for all the paradigms of learning. Nevertheless, we will first describe a few
,haraclers that are common 1o ahnost all existing paradigms. These prelimirlary ren~arks
will be very useful to point out the specificity of control and of our methodology in the
formal work on learning.

:\ l¢arl~er is confronted to a lca,’~it~g problem. We conceiw: the learner to be a, function;
v,,,,h, nol n~’,’d I,> ~lc[inc right now whal a learning problem is. The learner is given an
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infinite sequence of data; we call this sequence an environment. He associates a value
with finite initial segments of the environment (not necessarily with all initial segments);
these values are called hypotheses [OSW86]. An environment depends on the learning
problem and on the learner; there are many possible environments. A criterion of success
is a property of the environment and of the sequence of associated hypotheses. We say
that the learner learns the learning problem if the criterion of success is true for every
environment and sequence of associated hypotheses.

More formally, an environment function (respect. a learning function) is a function 
(respect. H) such thatl:

i) E: (Nu{T}) N

ii) H : U,,e,~N" ~’ N U {1"}

I,et (ce,,),,eN be a sequence, n an integer; we denote the finite sequence (c~0,..., el,,) by c,,~.
\Ve define the fi)llowing sequences:

,\ paradig,,~ "P delines, for each learning problem £P, two predicates P(E, H) and/2(E, H),
whore t 6’ is an environment function and H a learning function. P(E, H) means that the
paradigm intends considering learners who propose hypothesis h,, when they are given the
sequence of data LBT, for any n E IN, and environments where e,~ is the nth datum that is
given to the learner, for any n E N. R(E, H) means that the paradigm intends considering
successful a learning process where the learning function is H and the environment function
is 1’2. The learning problem £P is learnable in the paradigm if:

(3H)(W)(P(E, tt)).

I,,’1 us make tile following remark. The datum e~ depends partially on h,~-l, which
tm,aus that the hypothesis the learner proposes can somehow have an effect on the data
that follow; this phenomenon is called "reactivity of the environment;’. Formal work on
h.arHing often iHakes the assumption that there is no reactivity of the environment, that is
1o say ,:,, can be written as E’(e-TSi--l). Various types of so-called reactivity have already been
considered in some other formal work, but they do not conform to the framework we have
giw,n: inore precisely, the environment is generally assmned to be either an oracle or an
adversary. [;or instance, situatiolls are considered where the learner does not only propose
hypotheses, but may also propose a. value, say v, and tile environment gives a response
to ,,. The kind of reactivity that our formulation intends to capture is quite different: we
do not waHt to assume that tile learner has the ability to "ask" the environnlent, or to
"’rotqy" to it.. lhlt. we arc dealing with situations where the stateofthe learner (i.e. the
]alcsl hyl~othesis he has proposed) necessarily "constrains" the kind of data he can gel;
wl,ih, he is iH this im.ri.icuhū  state.

lx’t us ronlark too that we assumed the data an¢[ the hypotheses could be coded by
inl,’g¢,rs.

I I,et g b,’ a partial function; when p(m) is tmdr’finod, we write qp(a’) 
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1.2 Control and reactivity

Now, we will characterize more precisely the concepts we have just introduced, by analyzing
the problem of learning to control a system. Actually our problem is to find a controller (as
will be defined formally in the next section). We will assume a controller can be described
in a given language. For instance, a controller may be a finite set of rules, and a rule
could be: "if this condition is true, then do this action". We will make this more precise
later on. tlere, suffice it to say that the set of controllers is denumerable, and that we can
effectively list all the controllers (thanks to their description, by lexicographical order for
instance). Let us consider a system to be controlled. We assume for now that a controller
is either satisfactory or unsatisfactory, and that there exist satisfactory controllers. The
aim of the learning procedure is to find eventually a satisfactory controller.

We are dealing with discrete control, which means that measures of the parameters
inputs (commands) and outputs (observables) -- of the system to control are made 

tixed intervals of time. A datum is an evolution, that is to say an initial state, and the
sequence of the measures of the parameters on some while. This concludes the definition
of hypotheses and data. Now we have a methodological principle: data (evolutions) are
!lcncratcd by the hztest hypothesis (conlroller) the learner has proposed. This is of course
a remarkable kind of rcactivity of thc environment, in which the environment can be seen
as an oracle of a w:ry particular kind: if the length of art evolution is n, the learner
asks the environment what the values of the parameters are, then he acts according to
lhe controller he has chosen to use, then he asks the same question, then he acts... ; a
datum is the result of n questions to the environment, and of n answers. Nevertheless, the
questions the learner can ask cannot be independent from the hypotheses he emits, as is
ass,lined classically: they are always determined by these hypotheses!

Why can a given controller determine many evolutions? First, the length of an evo-
1,tl.ion may vary; second, many rules from the same controller can be fired in a given
situation (one may be selected at random); third, initial evolutions may vary too. So 
see that for each controller Ci, there is a set of evolutions Ei that can be generated by
this controller. The h:arner is not supposed to fix initial situations, length of evolutions
or choice between admissible rules, so reactivity of the environment just means that data
have to belong to ]’i when controller Ci is used. Let us note too that the learner is not
SUl,posed to decide how many data (evolutions) he will collect with the latest controller
he has prol)osed.

qhis points out Iha.t the relationship between the learner and the environment is more
complex than it is in other works. Usually, theprcdicate P(E,H) would have just been
written P’(I’;): there is a set of potential environments, and the learner has to adapt
Io all of them. But becalmc of the kind of reactivity we have described, we must write
I’ll:’. II). which means that the learner has to adapt to the environment and that the
,.:,.i.’,,r:m,’tl~ has to be adapted to the manner the learner is learning! This has very
i~lt,,riant ,’onse,pwnces on the whole formalization of learning, and it is req~lired by
,~.a,t ivitv.

1.3 Control ability and system identification

\Vc Imw’ to suggest now what the predicate. 1"(1’2, H) might be. l,et us consider an integer
;\" su¢’ll thai h,,," 7£’[. e\t the Arth step, the learner emits hypothesis hx. which means that
hc will use co,ltroller (’h.,,. and evolutions generated at steps p > N will beloJ~g to l;,’/,,,, as
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long as hp =T. At some time N’ > N, the learner will propose a new hypothesis hN,. The
interval of time [N, N’] constitutes a stage; it is characterized by the fact that hN and h/v,
are different from T, while the hp, N < p < N’, are equal to T.

With our methodology, in order to find a controller, we first try to find a model of
the system to control (this corresponds to an identification of the system). Then we use
this model to propose a controller. To complete the identification, the learner analyzes
the finite sequence of evolutions collected during a learning stage. This analysis gives him
some information on the system (for instance a statistical or qualitative model [LZ90]). 
assume the information that can be discovered with a given controller follows a compactness
principle: for each integer i, there is a finite sequence cr of elements of Ei such that for any
finite sequence er’ of elements of Ei containing c~, the information yielded by cr is equal to
tile information yielded by a’. In other words, cr contains all the information that can be
yielded by Ci. More formally, if the learner has really proposed an hypothesis at step N,
we can write:

..... CI
l(~eN+l, ..,eN+p)(VetN+l , .,etN+p,)({eN+l. , .,eN+p} C { N+l,’’’,eN+p’} C EH(~))

¯ . . p I( tl(eN,eN+l, ..,e,v+p) = ll(eTv, e’N+l, . , -N+p))

We see that the concept of stages, not the concept of steps, is the right one in this case,
l,eca, lse we expect a stage to bring the learner the whole information that is "contained"
in the associated controller, th.’nce the learner must be provided with a good set of data
at, (’a(’]l stage if he has to learn as we expect him to learn. This is better said than (tone,
aml it, is undoubtly a challenge for incrementM learning. We shall soon see why.

l.ct E and II be such that the predicate P(E, H) is defined by the above equation; we
,;~l t lwn &’line the function II in the following way:

ll(O) = lI(e) is theempty sequence

=
where ~(n) is the smallest i such that I{j,0 < j <_ i I II(~) ¢]’}1 = n

so that tl(l~), n N,is thehypothesis proposed by the learner a.t stage n. Notethat in
our general formulation, the function H analyses all the data that have appeared, whether
they belong to the same stage or to previous ones. In fact, we expect H not to be so
t~,’neral, for instance (n >_ 1):

i) 11(~,,(..7)) = ([l(tl(,, 1) ,ec,(n-1)+l,...,eo(n))

!l 11(7=,~,,)) -~ l"(I/(" -- l),a2((’o(,z_l)+l , . ... e,~,(,,)))

i,i II(~) = G:~(c,,(,~_,)+~ .... ,e~,(,,))

In all lhese cases, the learner takes into account the data of the current stage, and possibly
(cases i) a,,,l ii)) l.hc hypothesis of the previous stage.

l.el us now discuss the l)redic~te R(E, It). In the existing literature l.hings are con-
si,h’w,I rather differently with respect to this matter. ’[’he,’e exist two main al)proaches:
"convergence in the limit" models [Go167], and "probably approxilnatety correct" mod-
vls [\ al, .I]. Only the firs( fits into the fra.mework we propose. A particularly interesting
case is provi,h’d with a function II which is of the kind iii) above, beta.use il, can be mo-
livated ]~y a metho,lological principle: a l¢:arl~er analyzes lhe fil~itc set of evolutions that
,’,m.~lilut*.~ the data of,, .qi,., ,, stage it~ som.~: prcdefil~cd way and does not lake into account
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the previous data and hypotheses, because we think the more satisfactory a controller, the
better the hypothesis (controller) the learner will infer front it. Learning is expected to
conform to a progression principle. This concept will be detailed in the last section. Here,
we want just to point out that in case iii), learning converges iff the same hypothesis is
proposed twice consecutively. Let us assume that the set of hypotheses can be separated
into two classes: satisfactory hypotheses and unsatisfactory hypotheses. If the aim of the
learner is to find eventually a good hypothesis, learning must stop at some stage, and we
know when it stops: when the same hypothesis is proposed twice consecutively.

Under these criteria, it is easy to exhibit a set of learning problems that is learnable,
but such that the set of data to be collected during a stage, for all stages and all learning
problems of the class, is necessarily not recursive. This raises the problem of constraining
the environment to be adapted to the learning program used, whatever this one may be.
We underlined that tile kind of reactivity of the environment that has to be taken into
account, if we want to deal with control problems, puts stages against steps. A step is of
length one, a stage is of length n. This result shows that n cannot always be calculated
in an effective manner. The question "what is a stage?" is related to the question "what
is to be expected from the environment with respect to the data it will provide to the
learning program?". We must ask this question because we will see in the last section that
all the learning programs taken out of a large class may need more than one stage to learn
to control systems.

2 Incremental learning and incremental control

(!ontrol theory deals with systems which can be modeled as a relation defined in I x 
where I is the iT~put set and O the output set. As we will deal from now on with discrete
systenls, we introduce the following notations: the input at time/c is denoted by uk and
the outt)ut a.t time k by yk- One of tile main problems addressed in control theory is to
,h’termine the inputs (uk)keN such that desired outputs (Yk)~N can be obtained.

As we want to learn to control a system, we have to look for a convenient way to
express this relation between inputs and outputs.

Quit(_’ a few experiments seem to point at tile following observation: when faced by an
unknown or ill known system, hmnan experts look often for a rule-based representation of
lh(. system like: "if I observe that state, then I act this way". Of course the concept of
sl/~te at this level is informal, l;’urthermore the action is often incremental: this input will
1,(. incr,~;,<e,l, that one will be decreased or left untouched.

The preceding discnssion is entirely informal and does not pretend to have found the be-
havior model of any human; it is only based on various experiments (cutting metal plaques
with a laser robot [FKI/+85], driving a car [Fou90, Luz92a], landing a plane [tI[,G91],...).

The formal tool resulting from that discussion is rule-based incremcT~tal co,trol [l,uz91].
..\n increnlelfl.al control law relates uk+l to ~tk by:

~tk+ 1 z /t k ÷ Ck/~

where ,k is a non n,lll positiw" real and e~: is an integer in {-m,..., +m} where ’m depends
oI~lv olt the svsl.em to control. A rule-lmsed incremenlalcontrollerisa finite set of rules
Ill,t[ have the following form: if some co~dilio1~ on y~ ghen cl~oose ek. In other words, we

= ,%,1(>,, ’ " , :,Jk, ,,o, ’ . . , 
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where g is a computable function and S an integer valued step function.
This definition is very general and usually g depends only on yk and uk (for instance

for car parking [Luz92b]).
This formulation of rule-based incremental control satisfies the assumptions made in

the previous section: every controller is a computable function, all the controllers can be
effectively listed, and at each time k an action is chosen among a finite set of possible
actions.

Of course the main question is then: is that type of control efficient? The answer is:
yes! We will only state the most important results here; proofs and further results can be
found in the references:

Thus
111()I’("

any controllable linear system, time-invariant or time-varying, can be stabilized by a
rule-based incremental controller, either around an equilibrium or around a reference
trajectory [Luz92b]

noi! linear systems linear in control (like bilinear systems, mobile robots and other
non holonomic systems,... ) can be exponentially asymptotically stabilized around
a reference trajectory by a rule-based incremental controller under some complete
controllability assumptions [Luz92b]

the range of ek depencts on the system to control; some necessary inferior bounds are
given in [Luzgl]

car-like mobile robots can be completely controlled by rule-based incremental con-
trollers in any connected environment with any distribution of obstacles [Luz92a]

incremental control provides us with an efficient tool within control theory; further-
its expression is easy enough to comply with learning principles.

3 A framework for learning in control

Our a.im is to show that in a situation of the kind described before, the concept of stage
cannot I)e eliminated. To state this result precisely, we need to fo,’malize the points we
described informally in section 2.

3.1 Learning problems and learning functions

i\I1 erolutiol~, is a finite sequence of 2 actions, starting from an initial situation, so it can
1,,, represented by a (possibly empty) finite sequence of l’s and 2’s. We denote the set 
all evolutions by ,f. We consider a recursive coding of g upon N, and if xi (for 1 < i < n)
is equal to 1 or 2, < xl,...,.r,, > represents the n-tuple or its image under this coding,
according t.o the context. We write x ~ y if :r is an initial segnienl, of y, and x U y if it is
it l’,l’t)t)(’l’ ()I1(’.

A m’l of rules is a set of evolutions a controller can produce when applied to a particular
sysl(,m, starting from an initial situation. As we have no definition of what a ’system’ is,
we pla(’e only two constraints: first, if a set of rules can pro(lute an evolution, it can
also produce all of its sub-evolutions (it has a tre,’ structure); second, it is recursively
,.n,lm,.rabl(’ (r.e.). More formally:
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Definition 3.1 A set of rules is a non empty r.e. set R of elements of g such that:
(vx ̄  n)(vv ̄ E)(y E x -. v 

A set of rules R is total if a rule can always be fired at any point, i.e.: (Vx ̄  R)(3y 
c y).

For every r.e. set P, we write P° for the smallest set of rules containing P.
Of course initial situations may vary, but instead of associating one tree of evolutions Ti
with each of them, we find it convenient to consider a single tree which ’gathers together’
all the Ti, and which agrees legitimately with the preceding definition.

The system has viability limits, and it has to be controlled so that it does not reach
them. In other words, an evolution may or may not be satisfactory, and a controller tries
to rule out thosc which are not. A set of constraints contains the unsatisfactory evolutions.
This time, we can place three constraints: first, this set contains all super-evolutions of
every evolution it contains; second, if it does not contain a given evolution, it does not
contain at least one strict super-evolution of it (we rule out ’catastrophic’ evolutions);
third, it is r.e. (we can effectively decide whether an evolution reaches a viability limit,
and the, catastrophic evolutions are recursively generated from them). More formally:

Definition 3.2 ,,1 set of conslraints is an r.e. set C such that:

i) (Vx E C) (V.~ ̄  £) (.~" _E Y --+ C)

ii) (V.c ¯ g) [(Vy ̄  g) f- !/ -+ Y ̄ C)-- + x̄  C]

F,,r every r.e. set P, we write pe for the smallest set of constraints containing P.
Our learning theory will take evolutions as examples; satisfactory evolutions are posi-

live examples, and unsatisfactory ones are negative examples.

The controllers as they have been introduced in the previous section have a definite
syntax, a,d we can effectively enumerate them (for instance, according to the number
of rules, and by lexicographical order). Therefore, corresponding to the system to be
controlled, there is a recursive enumeration of the sets of rules. We now have enough
lerminology to define the concept of a learning problem. We just need an acceptable
indexing of the recursive functions [Rog67]: (q0~)~eN; we denote the domain of cpi by I~V~.

Definition 3.3 ,,1 learnin,q problem is a couple [c,r], where c is an indez of a set of
cm,slrainls, and r is an index of a recursive function which enumcratcs indexes of sets of
rulr.q;

i) I1 = 1I/~, ¯ ii) (Vi ¯ N)(II~;~(il = V,~(i)).

[ }:,, i:l’ende, l interpretation of l|~(i) is the set of evolutions that the i th controller can
l,rodu,:e. -l he learner is faced with the problem of finding a controller (an i) such that
II (,) Cl II" is ’not too big’ if possible empty - and I, Vv,~(i) F/l,I~ is ’not too small’ 
will give precise definitions for these somewhat vague concepts).

A h!lpolh,’si.~ is a.n integer: when the learner proposes hypothesis i, it means that he
inlemts to use the i °’ controller. The only examples available to him, under that choice,
arc lhose belonging to 1.I~o~(i). After the learner has proposed }lypothesis i, he observes
a ,,uml)er of evolutions from [I’~,,.(i) generated by the i th controller, and we haw? already
elnphasized that we do not necessarily assume that this number is fixed.
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At each stage, the learner studies the finite set of evolutions he has been given. We
stated that for each set of rules R, there exists a finite subset D of R such that each subset
of R which contains D leads to the same hypothesis as D does. To express this compactness
principle, we define what we call a stabilized function. It is the formal counterpart of the
work the learner does with the evolutions he has obtained during a learning stage. More
precisely, it is relative to one given problem, and it is to be seen as a function which
converts potential experiences into hypotheses. Let us write D~, where x is any integer,
for the set {xz,...,x,~} if x = 2~1 + ... + 2’:", and for the empty set if x = 0. Let 79 be a
subset of the class of all subsets of N (we intend 79 to be interpreted as the class of all the
sets of rules of a learning problem).

Definition 3.4 A recursive function f is stabilized (on 9) i f i t s atisfies t he following
condition:

(VP G 79)(3y E N)((/)u Q P) m (Vy’E C Du, C P -+f( y) = f (y’))

l’br all I’ in 79, every y in N (or every Dy) which satisfies the above condition, is called 
stable point of ,f on I’, and f(y) is the limit of f on P.

\Ve write: limr .f for the limit of f on P. If we refer to [OSW86], and if P is supposed to
be a language, hence a r.e. set, a stabilized function on {P} may be seen as a recursive set-
driven learning function which converges on each text for P (a text for P is any infinite
sequence which contains all and nothing but elements of P), and a stable point of the
former as a hwking-sequence of the latter. Let us suppose that we pay attention only to
the limit on each element of 79; if every set in 79 is infinite, one can show that the notion
of a stabilized function on 79 would be no more general if it were sensitive to the order in
which the exmnples appear, or if it were undefined on a y such that Dy is not included in
anv ele,m’nt [’ of P.

We made the assnmption that at each stage, the learner is provided with a finite set
of evolutions, which is a stable point on the current set of rules of the stabilized function
the h’arner implements. If we refer again to [OSW86] (i.e. if we think of a stable point as
a locking-sequence), this assumption should be compared with the postulate, present in
ma,y paradigms, that every positive example will eventually appear: it implies that for a
s,:t-driven h:arning function and for any text, there is an initial segment of the text that
constit,~t~.s a h)cking-sequence.

\\’c can define our concept of a learning function, using the concept of a stabilized
function; it associates each stage with the corresponding hypothesis, starting with an
iliitial hypothesis h0.

Definition 3.5 A Icar,~iTzg funclio~, on the learning problem [c, r], fl’o,n ho, is dctermi,Ted

b!/ a .~t,,biliz,’d fum’lio~z f o7~ { II:~.,.(0 [ i E N}. It is denoted by f[~,~.h0] and is defir~ed o7~ N
by.

i) ,fl,,’,~,,,}(0) =: h,,:

ii) .l[.-.,.l, ol(n -t- 1) - limu. ./.¯
’÷ r(f[i’,r’ho](n))

XVc have l,of w’l cxalnined oil what set of rules we might wish the learning procedure
1,~ c,,I. It inighl be ;t coitalcut set of rules: we might want it to be total as well, or la.rge
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enough. We did propose a general framework for this matter. Here, we only need to give a
special case of progression. Let us first explain with an example what this term is intended
to catch, when dealing for instance with car driving. Let us suppose that at a given stage,
the car will not leave the track as long as it is straight. A subgoal has been attained, and
we might want it not to be lost at later stages. In that case, the controller of this stage
reflects an ability acquired by the learner, and it is better than others. Of course, the car
may crash in the next turn, and that is the reason why learning is not over; this controller
is not the best. So relatively to one particular requirement, we need a family of preorders
(reflexive and transitive binary relations) - which are defined on the class of all sets 
rules -, one for each set of constraints We, and we write a _-<c b if the relation relative to
II,’~ holds between the sets of rules I,V~ and I, Vb; we call them progression relations.

Now, what shall we call a successful learning function? Let us assume that there is a
best set of rules among all the sets of rules of the problem, relatively to the relation _-jc
(this hypothesis will be true in tile following). First, we want the hypothesis of one stage
to be ’greater or equal’ (in the sense of ~c) to the hypothesis of the previous one. Second,
h,t us suppose that the learning function converges on a set of rules R; then R must be
maximal. The progression relation we will consider is the following: we define a _--<~ b to
ItlOall:

¢ v ({e E N I E \ A (Ve’E N)(e’ e -- -+ e’ 6 I 4/ ’b)} is finite).

So wlwl, a learner has discovered a coherent set of rules, he cannot propose afterwards a
set of rules that ’loses’ an infinity of incomparable evolutions.

3.2 Learning and stages

Now, we define tile concept of a learnable class of learning problems. The following
d~’finition is useful.

Definition 3.6 Let N be a~ r.e. class of learning problems (we denote the jth element
o]’$ by [cj, rj]). A pre-paradigm for S is defined by a progression relation and a set of
r~cm’sit,c functions f such that:

(Vj E N) (,~f(j) is a stabilized function {l, ~(k) I k E N}

In,h,c,1, if a b’alning algorilhm tries to learn all the problems of $, such a function f will
exist.

Definition 3.7 Let an r.e. class S of learning problems, and a pre-paradigm "P for S be
gir~t. IVc will say/that $ is learnable in 7’- ff there ezists a function f i1~ "P such. thai:

Tills llleans that each problem call be learned by a learner who starts in the sa.ule initia.1
slate (with the satne controller). \Vesllpposed without loss of generality-- tha.t learning
slarts with the controlh,r first enumerated.

Now, we will consider particular classes of learning fimctions, and tile corresl)onding
l,r,’l~aradigms. Inluitively, these learning functions at’(.’ defined by sta.t)ilized functions
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that are looking for maximal values on a finite set of parameters, and the hypothesis
is computed from these maximal values. This happens when the learning program tries
to discover a qualitative model of the process. First, we must define the concept of a
description. Intuitively, a description gives the number of parameters of a system, and the
range of their potential values.

Definition 3.8 A description is a pair (A,p), where A is recursive function, and fl j.k,
j E N, 1 <_ k < A(j), is a recursive enumeration of integers.

Definition 3.9 Let S be an r.e. class of learning functions, (A,p) a description. pre-
paradigm sup-(A, p) for S is any pre-paradigm for S, say P, such that, for any function f
in 7): there exists a recursive function A, there ezists a recursive enumeration of integers
pj.k, j E N, 1 < k < A(j), such that:

there exists a recursive enumeration in j of indices of recursive fltnctions
l"j,~, . . . , Fj,j\(j) and of a recursive function Gj such that, for any integer 

i) (Vh, l <_ I¢ < J\(j))(Vx iN) (Fj.k(X) _<Pj.

ii) (Vn E N)(~j-(j)(rz) Gj (SUpeeD,,(Fj.l(e)),... , SUPeED,,(Fj,,\(j)(e)))).

\Ve arc flOW in a position to state the fundamental result [Mar93]:

Proposition 3.1 There exists an r.e. class S of learning problems, each containing only
tot~ll ,~cls of rul,s, among which there is a maximal one (with. respect to the relation -<~
whc,’c IK: is the set of contraints of the problem), there exists a description (A,p), such
that: S is learnable in the pre-paradigm sup-(.\, p) for ,5, and any learning function which
learns $ needs at least two stages in order to learn an infinite subclass of‘5.

4 Concluding remarks

In this paper we have tried to show how "learning to control a system" differs from other
learning models and why we had thus to introduce a new theoretical framework. This
framework relies on a few very general assumptions: the controllers constitute a recursively
enum~,rable set of computable procedures and every controller chooses its action at each
~ii~m among a finite set of possible actions. A learning program proceeds by stages: at the
an,1 ~[ each stage, a new controller is proposed; this controller generates the data for the
next stage which are analyzed and the program may then propose a different controller.
In [Mar93] we have proved limiting results concerning the ability for a program or a class
of learning programs to learn to control a class of systeins, to converge or to progress ad
intinitum, to learn in one stage or not, to take into account the outputs of the system or
ll(Jl ....

Our h’arlliug model focuses on control and in order to bc able to achieve non trivial
resull s, we had 1o look for an adequate framework inside control theory: rule-based ira:re-
mental control. This symbiosis between learning theory and control theory is one of the
lllost original points of ollr approach.

Our theory lacks for now a notion of complexity, but it is our belief that we should
tirst g,~t better acquainled with the general concept of ’learnable’, before we take on the
,I,~l ion of ’reas~,rml~ly learnable’.
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